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Shiga Green Purchasing Network (Shiga GPN)
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Shiga Prefecture
- Located virtually at the center of Japan
- Mortar-shaped land surrounding Lake Biwa
- Lake Biwa, the world's third oldest lake
inhabited by more than 50 indigenous species,
is a valuable water source for 14 million people
in the Kinki region.
- Domestic and industrial wastewater flows in
Lake Biwa.

Gifu Pref.
Nagahama C.

Fukui Pref.
Takashima C.
Lake Biwa

- Residents of the prefecture are said to be
highly conscious of the environment.
Otsu C.

Maibara C.

InukamiHikone C.
Taga T.
gun
Toyosato T.
Koura T.
Aisho T.

Omihachiman
Echi-gun
C.
Higashiomi C.
Moriyama Yasu GamohC.
gun
C.
Ryuoh T.
Gamoh-gun
Kusatsu
Konan C.
C.
Hino T.
Ritto
C.
Koka C.

Kyoto Pref.

Mie Pref.
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Soap campaign (Boycott of detergents)
In 1977, massive red water developed in Lake Biwa, giving a great shock to
Kinki residents using the lake as a source of drinking water.
The cause of the red water was the overgrowth of phytoplankton caused by the
eutrophication of the lake.
Since the eutrophication was primarily attributable to phosphorus-containing
detergents, a public movement called “soap campaign” (not to buy, sell and present such
detergents) grew mainly among housewives in the prefecture.
In 1979, the Shiga ordinance for the prevention of eutrophication of Lake Biwa
was enacted to prohibit the over-the-counter sale of phosphorus-containing detergents
and require consumers not to use and present such detergents.
A good example of consumers’ (the buying side’s) awareness of environmental
conservation having changed the selling side and, eventually, the society.

The soap campaign can be seen as the original “green purchasing movement.”
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Definitions of green purchasing


“To contemplate the necessity of purchasing, and buy products and services
with smaller environmental burdens in view of their environmental impacts
as well as their quality and prices, primarily from a business operator
making efforts to reduce environmental burdens.”
Green Purchasing Network



Preferential purchase of eco-friendly goods and services contributes to
market formation for these goods and services and their development
promotion, which, in turn, encourage further purchase of eco-friendly
products, thus making a ripple effect on the market with its continuous
improvement. Meanwhile, preferential purchase of eco-friendly products
should be actively pursued by everyone as an immediate issue, and serve
as the first step for those in charge to act more extensively for environmental
conservation.
Preamble, Basic Policy for the Promotion of Procurement of Eco-Friendly Goods and
Services by the State and Other Entities (Green Purchasing Act)
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I'll buy this, because it's eco-friendly!
I'll go on making
them in an ecoconscious way.

I need to increase
eco-friendly goods
in stock.
They are
selling.

I’ll choose this one,
because it’s ecofriendly!

Hello!

Maker

Seller

Buyer
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Green purchasing efforts by companies in the prefecture
From a Shiga GPN survey in June 2011

 To what extent is your company pursuing green purchasing?

Never pursuing

Company-wide

47%

Only in some
divisions/offices

Number of the employees of a
respondent

≥ 501
≤ 500

We have, but no longer pursuing
≤ 10

≤ 100

383 valid responses from 3000 companies
surveyed (except Shiga GPN members)

≤ 30
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Efforts regarding Green purchasing by
municipalities (Japan)
From a Shiga GPN survey in September 2014

 Are the efforts towards green purchasing stated in a
document?

No

20%
Yes

Number of target
municipalities
1
Prefecture

80%
6
towns
* Shiga Prefecture and municipalities in the prefecture
are targeted.

13
cities
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Implementation scale by prefecture
In Shiga Prefecture, the percentage that answered “Implementing systematically in all
divisions" was 85.0%, the highest in Japan.
(cases)
Total (1546)

Mie (29)

Hokkaido (162)

Shiga (20)

Aomori (29)

Kyoto (23)

Iwate (28)

Osaka (42)

Miyagi (30)

Hyogo (39)

Akita (21)

Nara (26)

Yamagata (28)

Wakayama (24)

Fukushima (49)

Tottori (19)

Ibaraki (38)

Shimane (17)

Tochigi (26)

Okayama (25)

Gunma (33)

Hiroshima (22)

Saitama (59)

Yamaguchi (18)

Chiba (49)

Tokushima (23)

Tokyo (56)

Kagawa (16)

Kanagawa (33)

Ehime (21)

Niigata (27)

Kochi (32)

Toyama (14)

Fukuoka (52)

Ishikawa (19)

Saga (16)

Fukui (17)

Nagasaki (20)

Yamanashi (25)

Kumamoto (42)

Nagano (67)

Oita (19)

Gifu (38)

Miyazaki (18)

Shizuoka (34)

Kagoshima (32)

Aichi (49)

Okinawa (20)

Implementing systematically in all divisions.

Legend

Implementing systematically, though not in all divisions.
Persons in charge are implementing.
Not implementing.
No answer

October 2013 Environment
Ministry survey
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Beginning of green purchasing


1988 U.K.
THE GREEN CONSUMER GUIDE
John Elkington and Julia Hailes, Victor Gollancz
Describes how shopping should be and how to choose products.



1991 Japan
Shopping Guide: These Shops Are Eco-Friendly
Citizens’ Conference on Waste Issues (current incorporated NPO Citizens
Environmental Foundation)
Summarizes results from a stock survey of 204 local shops.
 Earth-Friendly Shopping Guide (nationwide edition)
 Formation of the National Network of Green Consumers
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Efforts by institutional consumers



Governmental agencies and companies are categorized as institutional
consumers.
They handle products in large quantity and have a large impact on the
market.

Germany
Since the early 1980 s, Umweltbundesamt (the federal environment agency)
has taken the initiative in promoting eco-conscious purchasing.

U.S.
In 1993, the Executive Order No. 12873 declared that “the federal
government vows to minimize the environmental impacts of products and
services it will purchase.”
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Japan
Since the 1980s, governments and companies have worked on purchasing
recycled paper.
(The ending Though in a transient effort in most cases)

In 1994, the Shiga Prefectural Government undertook Japan's first organized
green purchasing activities.
Shiga Prefectural Basic Policy on Purchasing Eco-Friendly Goods
Listing of Recommended Eco-Compatible Products Adopted by Shiga
Prefectural Organizations

•
•
•

Price declines of eco-conscious products
Increase of retailers handling eco-conscious products
Development of new eco-conscious products
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Building a network to promote activities
At a review meeting of the Ministry of the Environment
Challenges:
- Shortage of information on eco-conscious products
- Necessity of expanding know-how for purchasing
⇒ Network formation will be useful.
Spring 1995
The environment agency and the Japan Environment
Association began to develop a plan to set up a network.
Feb. 1996
Green Purchasing Network (GPN), a nationwide organization
for the promotion of green purchasing, was founded.
Co-founders:
73 organizations, including companies, municipalities, consumer
groups, environmental NGOs and the environment agency, and academic experts.
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Green Purchasing Network (GPN)





Non-profit organizations (NPOs) to promote green purchasing
An extensive network of industrial, public and private purchasers
(and suppliers)
2,500 member organizations (companies, governments, NPOs, etc.)
Purpose: Diffusion of green purchasing and provision of relevant
information
Main activities:
 Development of the Green Purchasing Guidelines
 Management of product/service databases
 Holding of forums, seminars and workshops
 Awarding of the Green Purchasing Grand Prix
 Preparation of a case book on researches and efforts
 Building of regional and international networks

Changes in number of Shiga GPN members

Organizations
Administrative
bodies
Companies

(Year)
Established

470 regular members (395 companies, 21 administrative bodies and 54 organizations)
of August 11, 2015

As
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Features of Shiga GPN
Established in December 1999
 There are many members.
Accounting for about 20 percent of the nation's 2, 500 GPN
members
 All municipalities in the prefecture are the members.
 Members voluntarily participate in many activities.
 Initially, the secretariat was placed in the Environmental
Conservation Association of Shiga Prefecture, practically in the
prefectural government.
 An independent office opened in April 2006.
 Incorporated in April 2013, ahead of the national and other
regional GPNs.
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Purpose set forth in the Articles of Incorporation
The Corporation is intended, through environmental burdenreducing activities, including green purchasing activities for
the preferential purchase of products and services with
smaller environmental burdens, to promote market formation
from Shiga for eco-friendly products and services and
contribute to building a sustainable society.

“Primary goal” of the new activity vision

Creating “green economy” from Shiga
Promoting market formation for eco-friendly products/services, and creating economic
society leading to improvements in the quality of the environment and public life

Economic society with sellers, buyers and the society
as well as children/grandchildren satisfied!

“Sampo Yoshi” （3-Way Satisfaction）

“win-win”＋ＣＳＲ
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Shiga Green Purchasing Network Activity Vision

Activity period: Apr. 2014 – Mar. 2017
1st year: Apr. 2014 – Mar. 2015
2nd year: Apr. 2015 – Mar. 2016
Final year: Apr. 2016 – Mar. 2017

Goal setting
A. To enhance operators’ “eco-action
quality”
B. To link members’ wishes with
activities
C. To diffuse eco-conscious lifestyles

D. To deepen
activities toward
the future

Creating “green economy” from Shiga

Primary goal

(Promoting market formation in Shiga for eco-friendly products/services, and creating economic society leading to improvements in the quality of the environment and public life)
Secondary goals
(Responsible
sections)

Project items
in the Articles of
Incorporation

1) Promotional and
diffusion/education
projects

2) Research studies and
information provision
projects

A. To enhance operators’ eco-action levels

B. To link members’ wishes with activities

To increase GP-pursuing business operators
To increase providers of eco-conscious
products/services
To support eco-activities by business operators

To encourage members to participate in
activities
To offer members exchange opportunities
To encourage members to mutually cooperate

To extend the significance of GP among
consumers
To increase GP-pursuing consumers
To diffuse GP among workers at members’
business sites

To propose policies for GP promotion
To deepen cooperation with the national and
other regional GPNs
To strengthen organizational management
to achieve goals

(Operator Practice & Municipality Sections)

(Member Activity Section)

(Lifestyle Diffusion & Municipality Sections)

(Planning Section)

•
•
•
•
•

Project goals

GP forums (annually)
On-site inspection (annually)
GP campaign (every October)
Mini-seminars by member lecturers
•
GP conference with municipalities
(biannually)
• Development of the recruiting pamphlet
• Management of GP Plan Shiga
• Discussions on effective recruitment methods
Mail magazine & FAX release (monthly), newsletter
•
• GP questionnaire survey of municipalities
(annually)
•
• Conduct of a survey on GP efforts at
business sites in the prefecture

Presentation at the Biwako Environmental
Business Messe

4) Local specialties and
services diffusing
projects

Goals to be achieved within 3
years (by the end of FY2016)

• Research on proposals to society
(government, various groups,
management)

• Calling for cooperation in the Employee
Questionnaire on GP practice
• Feasibility study for annually holding the
“Sampo Yoshi” (3-Way Satisfaction) Eco Fair

5) Projects to support
information exchange
and activities among
members

6) Others

D. To deepen activities toward the future

• Participation in the Eco-Friendly Shopping
Campaign
• Conduct of the round-Biwako “Kau-nara
Eco!” relay
• Development/lending of educational
materials
• Support for community businesses / Conduct
of delivery classes

(biannually), website (updated monthly), Information provision by mail
Recommended Green Goods List (issued
biannually)
Member questionnaire (annually) (*Contents
may be revised depending on a review of
situation analysis methods.)

• Members’ meeting for information exchange
(annually)

3) Cooperation
encouraging projects

C. To diffuse eco-conscious lifestyles

• Members’ meeting for friendship (annually)
• Support for working groups (study groups)

• Issuance of the membership card (for each
year)

• To increase members to 500 groups
• To increase members participating in the GP
campaign to 200 groups

• Cooperation with other groups, including
Shopping Waste Reduction Forum Shiga

*Situation analysis methods will be reviewed in
the 1st year, and goals will be set based on a
situation analysis.
• Goal(s) in improving members’ participation
• Goal(s) in encouraging members’
cooperation

• Check on activity results and development
of the next-term vision
• Review of activity evaluation methods
• Cooperation with the national and other
regional GPNs / Participation in
nationwide projects

*GP diffusion analysis methods will be
reviewed in the 1st year, and goals will be set
by the end of the 2nd year based on a GP
diffusion analysis.
• Goal(s) concerning GP diffusion
Approved by the Board of Directors on March 14, 2014
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A. To enhance operators’ eco-action levels
- To increase GP-pursuing business operators
- To increase providers of eco-conscious products/services
- To support eco-activities by business operators

B. To link members’ wishes with activities
- To encourage members to participate in activities
- To offer members exchange opportunities
- To encourage members to mutually cooperate

C. To diffuse eco-conscious lifestyles
- To extend the significance of GP among consumers
- To increase GP-pursuing consumers
- To diffuse GP among workers at members’ business sites

D. To deepen activities toward the future
- To propose policies for GP promotion
- To deepen cooperation with the national and other regional GPNs
- To strengthen organizational management to achieve goals
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Organizational
chart

General Meeting
of Members
Advisor
Honorary
President
Auditor

President

Members in charge of
Secretariat Management

Operator Practice
Section

Members’
participation

Member Activity
Section

Board of Directors

Board of
Managers

Secretariat

Lifestyle Diffusion
Section

Municipality Section

Zero-Emission Study
Group

Biodiversity and CSR Study Group

Food GP Study Group

Eco-Commuting Study Group

Planning Section

Members’
participation
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General assembly & Lectures
Held annually
New members introduced
at the general assembly
Members’ meetings for information
exchange and friendship was also held
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Enhance operators’ eco-action levels
Forums/seminars, on-site inspection,
presentation at the Business Messe,
Management of GP Plan Shiga, etc.
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Diffuse eco-conscious lifestyles
Conduct of the green purchasing
campaign as well as delivery
classes and educational events
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Link members’ wishes with activities
Friendship meetings, study group activities,
operation of an info website for members,
Recommended Green Goods List, etc.

24
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Satisfaction in Purchasing, Eating, and Enjoying!
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The fair was conducted by voluntary
members of the executive committee.

Chosen by everyone!
Eco-products & services from Shiga
Prefecture

Vol. 1

Recycled planters

Eco-friendly stationery made from reeds

Handy Series 9 items (others)

“ReEDEN”

Carbon neutral mortgage

Desks and chairs for elementary,
junior high, and high school students
using timber from cypress forest thinning
in Shiga Prefecture.

Mirai Yoshi

For more information. 

Room air conditioner to achieve both energy
saving and comfort

“Urusara 7 series”

Steed

Bags made from racehorse
saddlecloth for training

Kaueco.net/
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Listing 160 items recommended by Shiga
GPN members
Distributed to some 700 organizations
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Offering exchange opportunities
to the members
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Activities by the Municipality Section

Takashima City

Taga Town

Participated in by the prefecture and
its all municipalities!

Omihachiman City

Hino Town
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Activities by the Food GP Study Group

- Global warming prevention
- Worker satisfaction/healthcare
- Local agriculture revitalization

- Food GP in worksite cafeterias ← A poster in a
cafeteria of
Kawasaki
Terminal
Engineering

↑ A menu for
Nagahama Canon
← A poster in a cafeteria of
the prefectural university
A special display counter
in a cafeteria of NEC →
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Asahikasei Jyukou Corporation, The
Biwako Bank, Panasonic Corporation,
Kyocera Corporation, Taneya. Co., Ltd.,
Co-op Shiga, Ayahadio, KOKUYO
Product Shiga Co., Ltd., ITO EN, Ltd.,
and others
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Invented by the Evaluation Method Study Group

- Circulate Box for Copying Paper Project ● About 300 grams of “package waste” can be
reduced per box.
● The slightly higher price than usual paper allows
for payment to people with disabilities.

Eco-Lab Heart Shiga, a Shiga GPN member,
is a public-interest corporation serving to find
jobs for people with disabilities at workshops
as a mediator between them and companies.

Operator: Shiga Social work Business Promotion Center
(Shiga GPN, the project proposer, supports as a spokesperson)
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- Joint collection & recycling of waste Theme 1: Soft plastic

- Stretch film
- Clear plastic bag, etc.
Disposal as industrial waste
In January 2013, the Zero-Emission Study Group,
former Industrial Waste Summit, was founded by
seven business sites as co-founders:
KYOCERA Corporation, Shiga Gamoh Plant
Asahikasei Jyukou Corporation, Shiga Plant
KOKUYO Product Shiga Co., Ltd.
TANEYA Co., Ltd.
DAIFUKU Co., Ltd.
Kinoshita Kanse Corporation
SUGIMOTO & Co., Ltd.
(in random order)

Sale as a valuable
resource
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Exchange among different industries

Main actor = Member
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Shiga Prefectural Basic Policy for Green Purchasing
Exhibit 1. Criteria for specific and enforced procurement items (excerpts)

1 Goods
(1) Items and criteria
Non-printed
materials

Criteria:
The “Criteria” provided in the Basic Policy for the Promotion of Procurement of EcoFriendly Goods and Services by the State and Other Entities under the Green
Purchasing Act shall be applied with necessary modification.
Considerations:
Purchases shall be made with reference to marks in the following table.

Printed
materials

Criteria:
The following requirements shall be satisfied when a common material such as a
paper report, poster, handbill or pamphlet is printed:
(1)
Paper that meets criteria for printing/information paper and does not
restrict paper recycling is used in principle, except when the application or purpose of
the printed material does not allow the use of such paper or when the paper is used for
the cover or parting sheet of a book-style printed material.
(2)
For offset printing, ink containing plant-derived oil and only using a
solvent whose aromatic component is less than 1% is used.
(3)
Eco-conscious measures (refer to “Eco-conscious items and standards
in each printing process for offset or digital printing” provided in the Printing section of
the Basic Policy for the Promotion of Procurement of Eco-Friendly Goods and
Services by the State and Other Entities under the Green Purchasing Act) are taken in
each printing process.
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Area

Specific procurement item

Paper
Information
paper

Printing paper
Sanitary
paper
Stationery

Applicable eco-label

Copying paper
Form paper
Coated paper for ink-jet color
printing
Uncoated printing paper

Eco Mark
(Japan Environment
Association)

Coated printing paper
Toilet paper
Tissue paper

Mechanical pencil
Extra leads for mechanical pencils [Criteria shall
apply to the container.]
Ballpoint pen
Marking pen
Pencil

Stamp pad
Vermilion inkpad
Seal set
Seal case
Official seal
Rubber stamp
Rotating rubber stamp
Ruler

Eco Mark

Tray
Eraser [Criteria shall apply to its paper or plastic Eco Mark
case.]
(Japan Environment
Association)
Stapler (common type)
Stapler (uncommon type)
Staple remover




Automatic clipper (main unit)
Correction tape
Correction liquid [Criteria shall apply to the
container.]
Craft tape



Adhesive tape (fabric)

Two-sided adhesive paper tape
Book-binding tape [Criteria shall apply to the
base material.]
Book stand
Pen stand
Clip case
Scissors



Japan’s only Type I eco-label
Responsible organization:
Eco Mark Office, Japan Environment
Association
Various environmental impacts over
the product life cycle are considered in
the accreditation criteria.
Number of product categories: 58,
Number of accredited products: 5,383
(as of the end of July 2014)
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Shiga Prefectural Green Bidding System (since 2006)
To “promote environmental conservation activities by business operators in the
prefecture,” Shiga Prefecture preferentially procure goods and services from
operators actively pursuing the reduction of environmental burdens.
Prefectural organizations and institutions

Implementing green bidding to procure eco-conscious products, including products that
conform to the Green Purchasing Act.
<Implementation category>
(1) Papers, (2) Stationery, (3) Office furniture, etc., (4) OA devices, (5) Home
appliances, (6) Lights, (7) Motor vehicles, etc., (8) Uniforms and work clothes, (9)
Printed matter…and others.
<Implementation method>
 Implementing open competitive bidding or public estimate competition (open
counter) for eco-conscious business operators and registered business operators
in GP Plan Shiga.
 Designating eco-conscious business operators and registered business operators
in GP Plan Shiga preferentially in selective competitive bidding or selective
estimate competition.
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Business operators treated preferentially
Registered business operators in GP Plan
Shiga
(1) Operators should be registered in the list of qualified participants in competitive biddings
regarding Shiga Prefecture’s goods and services, and prefectural office building, etc.
management.
(2) Operators should have their head office, branches, or business offices, etc. in Shiga
Prefecture.
(If the head office is outside the Prefecture, its business operator should entrust business
with Shiga Prefecture to its branches or business offices, etc. in Shiga Prefecture.
Eco-conscious business operators

Requirements

Application
Counter

(3) Business operators falling under any of
(3) Business operators registered by Green
the following.
Purchasing Practice Plan Shiga
1) Obtained ISO14001 certificate.
Registration System.
2) Voluntarily declared its conformity for
ISO14001.
3) Certified and registered by Eco-Action
21 certification and registration system.
* Green Purchasing Practice Plan Shiga
4) Obtained KES (Kyoto Environmental
Registration System aims to expand the range of
business operators who work on green
Management System Standard)
purchasing.
certificate.
Management Division, Accounting
Administration Bureau, Shiga Prefecture

Shiga Green Purchasing Network
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Green Purchasing Practice Plan Shiga Registration System
(GP Plan Shiga)
Founded in cooperation with Shiga GPN, with the aim of expanding the range
of business operators who work on green purchasing, and to promote
environmental conservation activities.
185 registered
(Registration: free of charge)

business operators

Requirements to be registered in GP Plan Shiga
(1) Head office, branches, or business offices, etc. are located in Shiga
Prefecture.
(2) If those in (1) are corporations or individuals, they should be small or
medium sized enterprise operators, etc.
(3) Have completed the Basic GP Workshop.
(4) Under either of the following:
(a) Business operators able to join the support programs
(b) Business operators registered as a regular member of Shiga GPN
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Merits of registration to GP Plan Shiga
● Practice of green purchasing, difficult for small operators to
independently pursue, can be readily improved by using check sheets.
● Registrants are issued with a registration card.
● Registrants are published on the Internet.
● Registrants entitled to participate in a public
tender for goods and services by the prefecture
are qualified to take part in its “green bidding.”
1) ISO 14001-certified business operators
2) Eco-Action 21-certified/registered business operators
3) KES-certified business operators
4) GP Plan Shiga-registered small and mid-sized operators

Qualified to take part in Green Bidding by the prefecture
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GP Plan Shiga

Network Effects

Registered operators in “GP Plan Shiga” become a member of
Shiga GPN
Expand green purchasing practices
through a combined effect!

Shiga GPN members who are unrelated to bidding are
registered in “GP Plan Shiga"

Green purchasing
pioneers

Shiga Prefecture
(administrator)

Collaboration on
even ground
Cooperation between
administrators and NPOs
Advanced model

Shiga GPN
has been conducting
community-based
promotional activities
with the cooperation of
members.

Comments from Shiga GPN members
• GPN activities are nationwide efforts and are easy-to-understand for
companies. We can improve our corporate image through participation!
(Retailer D)
• Member fees are reasonable, and we can make friends with local businesses.
It’s quite attractive to business people who have a high awareness!
(Manufacturer A)
• Efforts for environmental issues are inevitable for enterprises, but some
companies may have internal problems, such as they don’t know how to deal
with it. Under such circumstances, this network is very helpful for us!
(Association B)
• To tell the truth, at first we joined the network seeking business
opportunities! Now though, we sympathize with the efforts of the GPN itself.
Talking in a cool and relaxed way, we got to think that it is our mission to
learn more about the environment and leave a better Earth environment to
the next generation! (Services Company C)
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- One step of 100 persons
rather than 100 steps of one person -

Shopping is the voting of “yen.”
Take care of the value of one vote.

Contact

Secretariat, Shiga Green Purchasing Network
TEL: 077-510-3585 FAX: 077-510-3586
E-mail: sgpn@oregano.ocn.ne.jp
Website: http://www.shigagpn.gr.jp/
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